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City to debate crosswalk

USG senator speaks of
lost victim advocate Theis

City will study area
before replacing lights
at Thurstin crosswalk

Messmore tells USG
the repercussions of
losing the position

meeting.
The device was removed
until studies being conducted
by Proud Foot Engineering — a
traffic engineering firm in Toledo
— could be completed and analyzed.
Two small signs on each side
of the road signaling to drivers
that pedestrians have the right of
way have temporarily replaced
the blinking warning lights.
With the large amount of
motorists that drive down
Thurstin Avenue daily, Sarah
Tomashefski, Ward 1 councilwoman, said crossing the roadway since removal of the safety
device has become difficult.
Fawcett assured Tomashefski
and oilier council members that

By Laren Weber
CUT DEWS EDITOR

Since removal of the safety device
along Thurstin Avenue alerting
drivers of the crosswalk near
Court Street, pedestrian safety
has become a concern.
The flashing lights that once
marked the concrete island were
removed after city officials determined the)' no longer met current safety standards.
"It gave the Illusion of being
safe, but it wasn't," said John
Fawcett, municipal administrator, at Monday night's city council

he's requested both city and
University police to increase
patrol in the area to aid in the
safety of pedestrians.
In addition to the increased
police patrol, warning signs are
posted notifying drivers of the
crosswalk ahead.
"Rules of the roadway require
that they (motorists] give the right
of way to pedestrians," Fawcett
said.
The concrete island in the center of the streets created a funnel
effect narrowing the road from
12 feet to 10 feet at the Thurstin
Avenue and Court Street intersection, which was a violation of
current regulations.
When obstacles exist in the
middle of the roadway, the road

must remain at least 12 feet
wide.
Anything less creates a dangerous situation, Fawcett said.
"It did represent a hazard not
only for themselves [pedestrians], but for vehicles navigating
down the road," he said.
Representatives of the traffic engineering firm researched
traffic and pedestrian counts,
the number of accidents at the
Thurstin Avenue and Court Street
intersection and gaps between
traffic.
They are scheduled to present reports and their recommendations to city officials today,
Fawcett said.
"We'll review those rccomCITY, PAGE 2

By Andrea Slrrka
REPORTED

The loss of the victim's advocacy position is a tragedy.
Niki Messmore, at-large senator, told the Undergraduate
Student Government last night.
Messmore spoke to senators at
the meeting about the repercussions the loss of this position will have for the University
community.
"It's so hard for victims of
sexual assault to come forward
with their stories and to lake
away an on-campus avenue is
a tragedy because less stories

will be reported and less victims
will be able to find the help the
need," Messmore said prior to
the meeting.
One victimcalled thcWomcn's
Center looking for advocacy
yesterday, but had to be referred
to Behavioral Connections in
Bowling Green, according to
Mary Krueger, director of the
Women's Center.
Although
Behavioral
Connections offers similar
counseling through the safe
advocate program, the services
provided by the University's
victim advocate were unique
because they were targeted
toward the University community.
USG.PAGE 2

Fire school instructors apply lessons in the South
Local instructors take
their expertise to the
South to help relief
By Jacqueline Rabe
REPORTER

Instructors from the State Fire
School, located in Bowling Green,
are taking what they teach here
and applying their skills for hurricane relief in Mississippi.
Instructor at the State Fire
School, Grant Light, helped
where the eye of the storm hit as
an early responder to Hurricane
Katrina.
"New Orleans survived the
storm, it wasn't until 24 hours
after the storm hit that their levies broke. Gulfport, Miss, did not
survive the storm. This is who
got the brunt of the storm," Ught
said.
When Ught and his team got
to Gulfport, he said that it was
visible how much work needed
to be done.
"They were decimated down
there, their town was almost
completely gone. They really
needed us," Ught said. "The day
after the storm, the emergency
operation center in Gulfport had
a list of areas that they couldn't
get in to. So we got in to these
areas and began our search and
rescue."
Ann Betts, the director of the
State Fire School, said these
instructors train students so
they can help in disasters like

Photo Provided

A HELPING HAND: FEMA workers travel to South to help in aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Bowling Green sent its own fire fighters down to assist in the clean-up and relief effort.

Hurricane Katrina. One of the
major training classes is in stabilizing unsafe buildings and
houses.
"We teach our students how to
secure unstable buildings so that
it is safe for the rescue team to
enter a building," Betts said.
Stabilizing buildings is a major
accomplishment for instructors

in disaster areas.
"They go house to house and
building to building to search for
victims in need of help. They will
mark the structures they have
rescued so that future teams will
know not to keep checking the
same houses over and over," she
said.
These instructors are all mem-

bers of the Ohio Task force 1
team for the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Task force
1 was waiting up north to move
in with eight other rescue teams
prior to Katrina. At one point all
28 FEMA teams were involved
with Katrina cleanup.
Several of the school's instructors have helped with the disaster

BG comedy troupe
shows improv skills
The Plastic Shatners
perform their improv
comedy on campus
NOMINEE: The
president nominates
a woman to fill a
spot on the bench
of the U.S. Supreme
Court. White House
counsel Harriet
Meirs could replace
Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor, who will
retire; PAGE 5

By Minny Payne
REPORTER

Quick. Reach into your book bag
and pull everything out. Now
name your new organization
after the most interesting object
in your bag.
That was the method John
Serve used six years ago while trying to find a suitable moniker for
his newly formed improvisational comedy troupe. Fortunately,
he extracted a plastic, figurine of
William Shatner.
Although Serve graduated
from the University years ago,
the Plastic Shatners continue to
honor that same sense of humor

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
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fromweather.com
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NOT JUST FOR GRANDMA: Senior Jaclyn Able, pictured here on the left, and Junior Kathleen
Beryman, pictured here on the right, at the How 2 Knit Workshop At the Union.
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have been in high-risk situations.
"Students at the State Fire
School are very fortunate to
have people who have actually
been out in the field or responded to disasters like the World
Trade Center, Katrina and Rita,''
Betts said.

and randomness.
The Shatners have begun
practicing with their new lineup
after holding auditions earlier
this school year, and according
to senior Caitlin Skaff, things are
looking good.
"We're all equally talented," she
said. "It's very interesting to see
how members play off of each
other."
Skaff is a returning member
to the traditional team, which
she compares to the antics seen
on the popular television program "Whose Line Is It Anyway?"
which focuses on what Skaff
called "short-form improv."
This form relies heavily on
audience participation in games
that give the cast members an
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relief in the World Trade Center
bombings, Hurricane Katrina
and now Hurricane Rita. There
were five instructors from the
State Fire School that responded
to Hurricane Katrina in Gulfport
and Pass Christian, Miss., and
three instructors to Hurricane
Rita. Betts said the students are
lucky to have instructors who
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Plastic Shatters think on their feet
IMPROV. FROM PAGE 1

Jordan Flower BGNews

IMPROV: Corey Close, left, performs with Megan Grandstaff, center, and
Jennifer Holman, right, at the Plastic Shatners rehearsal.

opportunity to display their
ability to think on their feet.
Games include "Famous Last
Words." in which the audience
calls out a name and the players
deliver the absolute worst last
words that person could say,
and "The Everyday Olympics."
where commentators exclaim
over events like dish-washing
and tooth-brushing.
While the traditional team
practices short-form improv,
the experimental team specializes in long-form.
Experimental team member
Mat Thomburg describes longform improv as being character-based, in addition to being
lengthier than games played by
the traditional team.
"The members are able to
form a plot," Thomburg said.
"And there's not as much audience participation."
Audiences are able to catch
both teams perform at least
once a month. The Plastic
Shatners schedule their free
shows according to how prepared the group is. as well as
accommodating the members'
busy itineraries.
lessica Mitolo, director of tire
experimental team, seemed
excited about the new lineup,
but admitted that "every year
sees a new dynamic."
According to sophomore

Carrie Williams, who assisted
with auditions, the tryouts
included a place to draw your
favorite animal and "other random fun."
The newcomers to t he group
are open to new ideas and are
honest individuals, Mitolo
said.
"The peopleare here because
they love it," Mitolo added. "It's
the only place you can get this
kind of experience."
Neither team has yet come
up with a name, which is a tradition with each new cast. Last
year, the traditional team went
by "Knock Knock Screw You,"
while the experimental team
was known as "Stenographers
Prancing."
Mitolo recalled her first year
as a Shatner.
"Improv terrified me, but
I loved the people who were
doing it, and now it's my favorite thing in the world," she
said.
But in Thornburg's world,
there is onlyone motive behind
his participation in the Plastic
Shatners.
"I'm just in it for the ladies,"
he said. "It's all about the
improv groupies."
The Shatners have not yet
scheduled any performances.
Keep checking the BG News for
announcements to see when
they will perform next.

Ohio death row moves to Youngstown
Mansfield prison
will no longer hold
inmates on death row
8y Andrew Wersh-Hufjins
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — A federal
judge ruled yesterday that the
state can move death row to its
supermax facility in Youngstown,
while cautioning that he will
be monitoring prison officials'
efforts to make promised changes to the prison.
Opponents of the move,
proposed by the state to save
money, did not prove that die
transfer "would create an atypical or significant hardship," U.S.
District Court Judge James Ciwin
of Cleveland said in a 21-page
ruling.
The American Civil liberties
Union sued the state over the
move, arguing that it would deny
inmates' constitutional due process rights because a prior court
ruling blocked inmates from
being sent to the Youngstown

prison unless they prove to be a
security risk.
The 194 men on death
row an housed at Mansfield
Correctional Institution, where
death row was moved after
the 1993 riots at the Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility in
I-ucasville.
The
Department
of
Rehabilitation and Correction is
ready to move the inmates but
wouldn't give a date for security
reasons.
The Ohio State Penitentiary
in Youngstown is designed to
hold the state's most dangerous
prisoners who have poor conduct records. Except for an hour
a day, inmates arc kept in 80square-foot cells built to prevent
them from communicating with
each other.
The state said death row
inmates would not be subjected
to the same restrictions of the
supennax's other inmates.
Inmates will be allowed out
of their cells 35 hours a week, be
given five hours of outdoor recreation time a week and will be

able to cat together, something
they can't do curremly, according to arguments the state made
during an August trial over the
move.
Gwin said such proposals
couldn't be seen as a significant
hardship on inmates, but said
he is concerned the department won't follow through on its
promises.
Gwin also said he was concerned about death row inmates'
access to lawyers at the supermax. In Mansfield, inmates can
meet with lawyers in a private
conference room, he noted.
By contrast, meetings with
lawyers at the supermax take
place in open booths that allow
odiers to hear the conversation.
"The meaningful access to
counsel is an important right for
death row inmates," Gwin said.
Staughton Lynd, an attorney who argued the case for
the .VIII. said it would still be
better to keep the inmates at
Mansfield but the judge's order
ensures the state will live up to
its promises.

Gwin is "saying, they can go
ahead, but he's leaving open the
possibility that at some future
date he will say, 'You aren't doing
what you said,'" Lynd said.
Attorney General Jim Petro
said he was pleased by the ruling and the state will make sure
Gwin's concerns are addressed.
The state has estimated it
would save from $5 million to $6
million a year by eliminating 91
jobs at Mansfield.
The supermax was built to
house 502 inmates but did not
lay off employees even as the
population fell to below 250
prisoners.
As a result, about 245 guards
watch about 230 inmates,
according to Gwin's rulings.
During the trial. Terry Collins,
a prison system assistant director, acknowledged he was weak
in falling to decrease the number of staff members at the
supermax.
"If I had to do it over gain, I
would have, but the fact remains
that I didn't do it," Collins said,
according to Gwin's decision.

School put to work
SCHOOL, FROM PAGE 1

Because of these well-experienced instructors, the State Fire
School is producing well-educated firefighters and emergency
medical staff, according to lim
Rittervach, who has taken several
classes for his fire fighting and
paramedic career.
"The school is very informational and more than prepares its
students to successfully rescue
those in need," Rittervach said.
With more training and classes
Rittervach hopes to someday
help with disaster relief.
The school offers classes to educate and train future firefighters

USG recognizes Theis
USG.FROM PAGE 1

The advocate, Rebecca Theis,
helped guide students through
the student judicial process and
acted as a liaison between professors and student victims who
needed further time on assignments. The advocate also provided counseling services that
were easily accessible to students
because the service was on-campus, Krueger said.
The victim's advocate position
was cut by the University this
week because a re-application
for federal funds, which would
have funded 40 percent of the
advocate's salary, was recendy
denied by the government.
Krueger wishes the federal
government and the University
would place higher importance
on funding programs such as the
victim's advocate.
"I wish this was recognized as
the important service that it is,"
Krueger said. "The cost of this
one person's salary was so outweighed by the benefit."
Messmore is also disappointed
that the position was not given
more priority. She hopes efforts
will continue to be made by
administrators to find alternate
ways to fund the position.
"Investigation should be done
by University administrators to
find the funds and reallocate the
funds in order to better serve
the University community,"
Messmore said.
Last year, Messmore helped
found the Victim's Advocacy
longevity Effort to fund raise for
the Advocate's salary.
VALE raised approximately

By Lisa Cornwell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI —Afederal appeals
court yesterday ordered that some
provisions of Ohio's abortion law
can take effect in one week while
judges consider whether the law
is constitutional.
"This isp victory for the unborn,
but the fight is not over," Ohio
Attorney General Jim Petro said
in a statement.
Yesterday, the court said all but
one provision of the law could
take effect at 5 p.m. on Oct. 10
and remain in force during the

appeal.
Alphonse Gerhardstein, the
attorney representing the clinic,
said he was disappointed the
court decided to implement part
of the statute.
"It's good that they are not
allowing one part to be implemented, but we will continue our
appeal and hope tliat the court
eventually will hold all of die law
unconstitutional," he said.
Cierhardstein said he may ask
the court to reconsider yesterday's
order.
The provisions that can go into

effect next week require women
seeking an abortion to receive
counseling from a doctor at least
24 hours in advance and minors
seeking abortions to have the
consent of at least one parent
before an abortion can be performed.
The appeals court said that
the plaintiff, Cincinnati Women's
Services, has not shown a strong
likelihood of succeeding in its
challenges to those provisions.
The court blocked the provision diat would prohibit a minor
from seeking a judge's bypass of

the parental consent order more
than once for the same pregnancy. The 6th Circuit said the clinic's
challenge to that provision raises
serious questions.
The clinic contends that the
provision could put an undue
burden on minors in cases where
medical information concerning
the minors' best interest is discovered after a first bypass application to a judge is denied and
those minors are not allowed to
apply again for a bypass of parental consent.

$6,500 and helped keep the advocate for another nine months
after the initial funding was
cut. The rest of the salary was
funded by $11,000 found by the
Grants Accounting Office after an
accounting error was discovered.
Messmore hopes VALE's many
efforts helped victims by extending the time that the advocate's
services were available.
"We worked so hard to fund
raise the money and I just hope
that, the time we got to keep
her for the fund raising, we were
able to help enough victims,"
Messmore said.
Krueger is proud of the efforts
made by VALE, and said administrators had never seen students
fund raise for a person's salary
before.
"I diink that speaks volumes
about how much students want
this service," Krueger said.
Chelsea Lambdin, west unit
senator and co-founder ofVALE, is
equally upset about the loss of the
advocate's position.
Lambdin is a volunteer
safe advocate at Behavioral
Connections and believes the victim's advocate position is necessary because of the high number of
victims from Wood County helped
by Behavioral Connections.
"We're swamped basically,"
Lambdin said.
Aaron Shumaker, USG president, expects senators to spearhead an effort to bring the position
back and will help those senators
in any way he can
"It's something we need on
our campus," Shumaker said.
"Anything I can do to help those
senators I will certainly do."

City looks at safety
CITY, FROM PAGE 1

New abortion law to take effect Oct. 10

and emergency medical professionals and equips these individuaLs with the best tools to be effective in the field. The instructors
help educate and train students
on how to use these tools. The
school hosts classes twice a year;
40 classes in the spring and 10 in
the fall.
According to Light, the most
important thing that the State Fire
School teaches their students is
how to work together as a team.
"You get thrown in with a
batch of people, firefighters from
everywhere wanting to help,
and we know how to handle
dial because that's what we arc
trained to do," Light said.

mendations and implement
what makes sense," he said.
Fawcett stressed that a number of possibilities exist to create
a safe crosswalk for pedestrians
while maintaining a steady flow
of traffic.
If placing stop signs at the
intersection is the best decision,
they could be placed within 48
hours.
But if the change is more complex than a stop sign, Fawcett
said a temporary solution would
be implemented to stabilize the
intersection in the meantime.
"If, for example, they (Proud
Foot] were suggesting a traffic
light, that's going to take some
time, that's going to take some
resources," he said.

Since removal of the device,
Bill Blair, public works director,
has noticed an increased amount
of students crossing at Pike Street
— where no crosswalks exist.
If students are concerned
about the removal of the safety
device on Thurstin Avenue, they
shouldn't cross where no crosswalks exist, Blair said.
"We can't put crosswalks
everywhere," he said. "We need
to move traffic down the streets."
Fawcett also stressed that
although by law pedestrians have
the right of way, they need to
take responsibility for their safety
when crossing the street.
"As every pedestrian should,
whenever that person crosses,
use due caution," he said. "And
always use a marked pedestrian
crosswalk."

Dayton Daily News reports lenient punishments for Iraqi abuse
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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WAITING FOR JUSTICE: Detainees wait behind a barbed wire fence during a prisoner release at Abu-Ghraib
prison, Iraq. A study shows that judges are lenient on American soldiers accused of violence against Iraqis.

DAYTON, Ohio - Charges
against U.S. Army soldiers in Iraq
accused of crimes against Iraqis
are dismissed or withdrawn at a
higher rate than charges in which
the victims are fellow soldiers
or civilian military employees, a
newspaper reported.
An analysis by the Dayton
Daily News of previously undisclosed records from the Army
Court-Martial Management
Information System database
found that 226 U.S. soldiers were
charged with offenses between
the first deployments in March
2003 and Jan. 1,2005.
Of the 1,038 separate charges,
fewer than one in 10 involved
crimes against Iraqis Virtually
all of the rest involved crimes
against other soldiers, property
drug or alcohol offenses, and violations of military rules, the Daily
News said.
Charges involving Iraqi victims
were three times more likely to

be dismissed or withdrawn by
die Army than cases in which the
victims were fellow soldiers or
civilian military employees — 44
percent compared with 15 percent, the newspaper said.
The Daily News also said that
despite evidence and convictions in some cases in which the
victims were Iraqis, only a small
percentage resulted in punishments approaching those routinely imposed for such crimes
by civilian justice systems.
The newspaper cited one case
in which two U.S. soldiers were
convicted of robbing an Iraqi
shopkeeper. One soldier was
sentenced to five months' confinement and the other to one
month.
The median sentence imposed
for all types of robbery in the
United States, with or without the
use of firearms, is five years.
"I've been surprised at some of
the lenient sentences," said Gary
Solis, a former military judge and

prosecutor who teaches military
law at the U.S. Military Academy
at West Point. "1 have an uneasy
suspicion that it relates to the
nationality of the victim."
Pentagon spokeswoman Lt.
Col. Pamela Hart defended the
Army's handling of criminal cases
in Iraq, saying every allegation of
abuse is investigated.
"Each investigation is unique
and has various facts and circumstances," Hart said yesterday. "When wrongdoings are
revealed, the commanders do
punish appropriately."
Solis said criminal acts by soldiers — and the lack of punishment — could add to the hatred
fueling insurgents in Iraq, putting
soldiers at greater risk.
Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad
gained international notoriety
after a number of US. military
personnel were charged with
humiliating and assaulting
detainees at the facility.
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GRADES DROP FOR STODENTS OF KATRINA

(U-WIRE) BATON ROUGE. La. - Students' concerns
are turning to their grades now that the immediate
effects of Hurricane Katrina seem to be over. "When
you have fifteen people living at your apartment and
your research assignment is due, what's more important?" said Mark Grant, a professor in Louisiana

CAMPUS
get a life
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9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Hurricane Relief Collection
St. Thomas More University Parish
Community is sponsoring a collection for the victims of Hunicane
Katrina. St. Tom's will function as
a drop off site fo' the International
Service of Hope Program. Boxes
will be placed in the res-halls or
donations may be brought directly
to St. Tom's.
St. Thomas More University Parish.
425 Thurstin Ave.
Photo Provide
MAKING AMERICA MORE BEAUTIFUL: Students from the BGSU Art Village take a road trip to New Mexico
where they collaborated with fellow artist Mario Torres to paint a large mural in Chicano Park.

Art Village takes
eye-opening trip
Students road trip
cross country full of
adventure, bonding
By Josh Valdes
REPOBIEB

Ten students traded a wasted
spring break for a genuine eye
opening 5,000-mile adventure
with Gordon Ricketts. director of
the Arts Village. Students awoke
for the 10-day trip of a lifetime
on an early Friday morning to
drive 24 hours non-stop to New
Mexico.
After driving through an
entire sun cycle, the road-weary
travelers stopped to rest at the
great Navajo reservation in New
Mexico, wheretheywereafforded
the privilege to sleep at the home
of Francis and June Burnside.
The Burnsides are members of
the Navajo nation.
"Francis and lime's was like
being put in your place; things
that seem important in your life,
possessions, don't seem important.'' said Dave Holler, a technology education major.
On the reservation — where

running water means to run and
Fill up a jug from the community well — the students learned
about Navajo history, chopped
wood, dug an outhouse pit and
drankunfiltered "cowboy coffee"
by the Fire. Students made cowboy coffee by dumping grounds
directly into a pot ol hot water on
the fire.
Ricketts described the
Hurnside's home on "The Res" as
"a place for cveryoneto stop and
lick their wounds from the ride."
One particularly powerful
day on "The Res" was spent hiking through a crack in the earth
called Canyon De Chelly where a
few Navajo people still live.
Aftera few nights on "The Res,"
they loaded back into the van,
which student Tiffany Jenkins
described as "the most smelliest,
most tightest area anyone could
be in for that amount of lime."
and the group aimed west for
San Diego.
In San Diego, the crew took
their first shower and slept on
the floor of Ricketts' daughter's
home.
Everyone then helped paint

0lscampW3. 104 and 105
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Peter Gourfain Exhibit
Gourfain s stylized black and
white woodcut and linoleum prints
portray the human condition and
make vivid comments on social
lustice in America. This exhibition
is free and open to the public, and
is made possible with support
from the Ohio Arts Council.
Williard Wankelman Gallery

Colleen Redmond BG News
TIME TOGETHER: A monitor held

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Study Abroad Info. Table,
Sponsored by International

Programs
Union
10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Athletic Dept Football Tickets Sale
Union
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
LDSSA Info. Table
Union
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Education Abroad Info Table.
Sponsored by International
Programs
Union
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sangria y Pan. Sponsored by
Latino Student Union
Union

1 - 4 p.m.
Love Auction Ticket Sales.
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
6 p.m.
Bowling Green Take Back the
Night
The BGSU community is invited to
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT The event
will begin with a pre-ralfy. At 7
p.m. there will be a mini-march
to the Wood County Courthouse
Atrium to join the rest of the BG
city in a rally, march and survivor
speak-out.
Student Union Oval
6 - 8 p.m.
How 2 Workshop: Stress Reduction
Union 228

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
BSU T-shirt Distribution,
Sponsored by the Black Student
Union
Union

8 p.m.
Hubble Vision — the best from
the Space Telescope
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium lasts approximately 1
hour. $1 donations suggested.
Planetarium, Physical Sciences

11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Lab 112

Outdoor Progiams Promotion
Union
Noon - 4 p.m.
Coat Drive, Alpha Kappa Alpha
will be collecting coats foi a donation to a community center in
Toledo
Union

8 p.m.
BGSU Student Jazz Combos
The Student Jazz Combos at BGSU
presents a concert. Free and open
to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

up by two long legs shows a
documentary of "10 Days In A
Van." As shown in the Union.

a mural in Chicano Park with
California-based artist Mario
Torres, who has been collaborating to paint the largest mural of
its kind for the past 20 years.
Student lanna Fuhrmann
described Torres as "glowing
from the inside." Torres was pictured in the Union art gallery,
sporting goggles and an overpowering smile.
Next stop on this whirlwind
lour was San Francisco, where
R0ADTRIP, PAGE 8

New software matches roommates
Lifestyle profiles can
match roommates'
anonymously
By Jim Bainbrirjge
HUT

Tommy Lee Jones and Al Core
were randomly assigned roommates at Harvard as freshmen,
stayed roomies for four wars
and friends for another 36. It can
work out.

Still, you have to figure that for
every famous actor who ends up
making a presidential nomination speech for his ex-roommate
at a national convention, there
has to be at least an equal number of roomies who just never
seem to mesh.
One roommate goes to bed at
9 p.m.. the other at 3 a.m. One is
shy, the other immodest the iife
of (he party. One studies best
with loud music as background,

tlie ot her needs quiet.
Colorado Springs-based
General Meters Corp. understands the potential for stress
in a system that docs not consider such individual differences and is now marketing
iis own software program to
give students a better shot at
domestic compatibility.
"Students go online to fill
ROOMMATES. PAGE 8

The Bowen-Thompson Student Union presents...

THE BLOTTER
Friday. Sept. 30
An unknown person !
struck an automobile ;
parked in Lot 8 at 12:50 '.
p.m.
Complainant reported j
at 4:26 p.m. that a win-;
dow was shattered on ;
her vehicle while parked ;
in Lot E.
A menacing occurred ',
outside the Union at '
4:56 p.m.
At 4:59 p.m., two j
female students tound j
a fire extinguisher inside ;
their room in Harshman ;
Quadrangle.
Complainant reported ;
at 5:56 p.m. that items ;
were stolen from her :
unlocked vehicle while ',
parked in Lot 6.
At 11:06 p.m.. an j
ambulance was requested at McDonald Wesllo
transport a female to j
Wood County Hospital

9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
7th Annual Learning Fair
Come to the 7th Annual Learning
fair presented by the Study
Skills Center and Academic
Enhancement Sessions include
How to Succeed in Biology,
Chemistry and Sociology
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Andrew
Wright,
Duncan McNamara and
Brian Beckwofth were
cited for unauthorized use of property at
Compton Hall at 11:51
p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 1
Atl:30a.m.,Benjamin
Cooper of Marietta. Ohio
was cited for under the
influence at Compton
Hall.
An injured rugby
plajer was transported
by BGFD ambulance to
Wood County Hospital at
12:55 p.m.
An ill male was transported to Wood County
Hospital from Doyt Perry
Stadium at 3:40 p.m.
Brantley Dennison of
Toledo, Ohio was cited
for possession of marijuana at 11:43 p.m. at
the Union.

Sunday. Oct. 2
Complainant reported
a broken window in the
second floor bathroom
of Conklin Hall at 12:45
a.m.
At 1:16 a.m., Brian
Murawski was cited for
disorderly conduct by
intoxication and underage under the influence
and prohibited acts at
University Hall.
Complainant reported
his bike was damaged
near East Hall at 1214
p.m.
A wallet was reported
stolen from Batchelder
Hall at 4:26 p.m.
At 8:12 p.m.. a student was transported
from McDonald Beach to
Wood County Hospital by
BGFD ambulance.
Complainant reported
a fight occurred at 11:09
p.m. at the Union.

A Day in the Life
ofa

University President

Wednesday, October 5
6:00 - 7:00 pm
In the Student Union Theater
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425 E. Wooster St.
113 Railroad St

(Behind the Shed)

419-354-2016
Mention this ad and receive:
$15 off Foil and Cap Highlights
$28 Full Set of Nails
Monthly Tanning Specials
Expires December 1, 2005
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OPINION

"Life is nothing but a competition to be the
criminal rather than the victim."
Bertrand Russell
(quoanorepaptam)

STAFF KDITOMAI,

Portal should take the next step
The University upgraded the
MyBGSU portal this semester.
Users can now log on without
typing a 10-digit code. It's handy.
So is being able to peek at the
status of a paycheck, look at the
local forecast and download
streaming video for class.
But it's not enough.
In fact, the new system is a step
back in the most important way.
A simple click count proves that.
Before the system was upgraded. MyBGSU users who wanted
to access iheir Blackboard classes

YOU DECIDE
How else can MyBGSU be
improved? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

online were able to do so in one
mouse click.
Now, students must click
the "MyCourses" link, then use
the old interface — which is

wedged inside the new interface
— where they must again click
"Courses." The nice new buttons
at the top disappear, dumping
students right back into the old
MyBGSU system.
That is more labor than necessary for a simple task.
We're glad the BGSU administrators care about upgrading students' interface, and we
encourage the school to finish
what it started.
That means library book
renewal from MyBGSU and one-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
BGSU library
made wise
decision
Laura Hoesman's article
(September 19.2005)
on the decision by the
Bowling Green State University
Center for Archival Collections
to refuse the Col. Hcmy Tufts
collection of papers relating to
the Tiger Force begins with a
headline that opines, "BGSU
lost its chance."
Having worked as an archivist
for more than 20 years and now
serving as the president of the
Society of American Archivists, 1
offer a contrary opinion that the
archives staff protected researchers and the University's interests.
A quote from archivist Ann
Bowers makes it clear she was
aware that these papers were an
"extremely, extremely important
and valuable collection."
However, such intellectual
value is not the only factor in
deciding to accept a collection.
Archivists spend significant
time developing collecting policies. Such policies help establish what kinds of materials
merit the investment of limited
resources for storage, staffing
and preservation.
To get the greatest return on
its investment, archives look for
collections that, together, form
a whole greater than the sum of
the parts.
Accepting a large, important
collection that falls outside the
archive's scope can be a significant distraction.
The collections at the Center
appropriately focus on the
University, northwest Ohio
and the Great lakes. Servicing
a large collection about the
Vietnam War would take the
efforts of the Center staff in a
new, radically different direction.
How many important collections supporting research on the
local area might be lost or placed
elsewhere because of energy
spent on this one collection?
Archives often expand their
scope of collections, but only
after ensuring that they have
the resources to support those
new directions.
The staff must have the
subject expertise. They must
also have the time to document, preserve and organize
the materials to protect their
authenticity and integrity.
Without those key ingredients in place, the researchers
will never be able to realize the
potential value of the collections.
Placing the collection at

Bowling Green may have been
convenient for the staff of the
Toledo Blade.
However, the larger community of researchers, from across
the country and around the
world, are better served if a collection is placed at an archives
with related materials. Such
concentrations reduce travel and
make it much easier to compare
one collection with another.
Saying no is often one of the
hardest things for an archivist to
do because there are so many
good reasons to say yes.
In this instance, the collection
was no doubt tempting because
of its obvious historical and
research value.
But the fact that other archives
wanted the collection does not
suggest that the Bowling Green
Center for Archival Collections
erred when it declined the gift.
Rather, it indicates that the
staff had the professionalism to
concentrate on what it does best.
RICHARD PEARCE MOSES
presidenr@archivists.org

More than one
solution for
domestic abuse
While I agree wholeheartedly with
yesterday's staff editorial, "Victim advocate will be
missed," it is important to note
one correction to its contents.
The BGSU victim advocate
provided services to countless
students, faculty and staff, and
her advocacy changed the lives
of many over the last three years.
However, she is not the only
such position in Wood County.
It is important for future
victims to know that there are
still options available following
an incidence of sexual assault,
stalking, sexual harassment or
dating violence.
The Sexual Assault Awareness
for Empowerment Program
provides free, on-going legal
and medical advocacy, as well as
emotional support to any citizen
of Wood County including university students.
SAAFE advocates may be
contacted 24 hours through The
Link hotline at (419) 352-1545 or
1(800)472-9411.
The Counseling Center provides free mental health services
to any University student or
faculty member. They can be
reached during business hours
at(419) 372-2081.
Sexual Assault Information
Network is an undergradu-

BGNEWS
BOB M0SER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

ate and graduate student-run
organization which provides
educational programs and
information on sexual assault
to campus organizations as well
as individuals.
To set up a program or receive
further information contact Julia
Metcalfat (419)372-0470.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to personally thank
Rebecca Theis, the victim advocate, for the immense amount
of time, energy and dedication
she has provided as a constant
advocate and counselor to
those in need and a friend to all
around her. You will be incredibly missed.

CHELSEA LAMBDIN
STUDENT

click access to courses.
Almost as important, it means
having some options besides
CNN's daily headlines on the
portal's front page.
That statement is one of selfinterest, since we want the BG
News to be one of those options.
But it's also a more general
request Make MyBGSU a real
portal, with features to rival personalized pages from Yahoo and
MSN or die sites of other schools.
We're halfway there. MyBGSU
offers features many schools do

What band should
UA0 bring to campus
next?

ft
DIANA MAKAR
JUNIOR, EDUCATION

"The Goo Goo Dolls
or Sanctus Real."

Removing
island a bad
move by city

PATRICK NG
patrickcyng@juno.co

MIRANDA BOND MANAGING EDITOR
HOLLY ABRAMS CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
LAREN WEBER CfTY NEWS EDITOR
BRIDGET THARP FEATURES EDITOR
MATT CLARK N FOCUS EDTTOR
JESS WAGNER PULSE EDITOR
MIKE METZGER DESIGN EDITOR
AMY 0EHRING ONLINE EDITOR
SEAN CORP SPORTS EDITOR
ERIN BZYMEK COPY CHEF
MEGAN SCHMIDT OPINION EDITOR
JULIE DIFRANCO PHOTO EDITOR
PATRICK MAYNARD GRAPHICS EDITOR

in dorms), along with the most
recent messages in the user's em ail in box.
Other options range from useful to silly: job boards, a word
of the day, SNL quotes, weather
and dozens of other applets.
Our school's portal should be
able to do this.
We aren't demanding an SNL
dose on MyBGSU. But the ability
to log in once to read headlines
from USA Today, the Plain Dealer
or even the page you're reading
now would be a great next step.

PEOPLE New insurance a
ON THE STREET financial detriment

clambdi@bgsu.edu

I am amazed the mayor
listened to Bill Iliair taking
the "island" out on Thurstin
Avenue. 1 don't understand why
Blair hates that island.
Twenty seven years ago when
he and I were on city council,
BGSU students and faculties
came to city council complaining that they had a tough time to
cross Thurstin with the traffic.
To answer their complaint, the
city could install a traffic light
at the intersection but the city
didn't have that kind of money at
that time.
1 spent my own time coming
up with a sketch based on some
of the installations in Toledo.
City council agreed with my
idea and we had the island
installed. Since the installation, there was only one accident if I remember correctly. A
man was drunk and he hit the
island at night.
Now they are talking to study
the issue of whether the island
should be reinstalled. Why didn't
they study it before it was dismantled?
Why wasn't BGSU informed?
Why wasn't the Traffic
Commission notified so that a
public hearing could be set up?
Of course the city has no obligation to let them know but it's
good public policy to do so
As far as I'm concerned they
fumbled this one.
The island should be put back
immediately. We don't need
another study to determine this.

not. My UCLA and University of
MinnesotaOneStop don't include
features like video search.
But there's more ground to
cover. Really Simple Syndication
(RSS) technology is cheap and
easy. It allows one page to show
dozens or hundreds of papers'
headlines at the user's desire.
MyYahoo uses RSS, offering users the option of seeing
headlines from any of hundreds
of publications (including the
BG News and three of the four
other newspapers distributed

JACOB O'DELL
SOPHOMORE, DIGITAL

ART
"Systeir. of a Down."

ASHLEY STYPINSKI
SOPHOMORE, PUBLIC

RELATIONS
"Anything that's not
Dashboard."

STEPHANIE LORENTZ
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

"Britney Spears. I
want to welcome her
back after her baby."

m

Office of Student Financial Aid).
While we continue to believe
(hat having health insurance
is in the best interest of every
NIKI
member of the University comMESSMORE
munity, we also understand that
for some an added expense of
Guest Columnists
an estimated $ 1,200 is enough to
cause serious financial hardship.
As we are sure most of you
The mission of this instituhave heard, the Board
tion (as we see it), as a public
of Trustees of BGSU last
university, is to provide topFriday passed legislation that
notch educational opportunimakes it mandatory for all stuties for all students regardless
dents to have health insurance
of socio-economic status, race,
beginning next academic year.
creed or gender.
Many of you probably also
Not allowing for a need-based
read in newspapers Saturday
waiver is a serious mistake that
morning that the Undergraduate
has the potential to affect the
Student Government supported
educational opportunities of
this measure.
many students.
As members of USG, we want
This is a mistake that BGSU
to clarify our personal opinions
should not be permitted to
about the new policy.
make.
As senators, we both agree
We realize that the Board of
that it is to the benefit of every
Trustees merely passed legislastudent to have adequate
tion that requires health insurhealth insurance.
ance and that no formal plan
This new policy proposal was
has yet been decided upon.
brought to the
But we firmly
Senate last March
attest to the fact
"Not
allowing
by Dr. Egleman of
that both Student
for a
the Student Health
Health Services
Center. We worked
and Student
need-based
long and hard to
Financial Aid have
waiver is
hammer out all
an obligation to
questions that we
find a way to waive
a serious
had regarding this
this requirement
mistake
plan, including
for students who
having Dr. Egleman
would find hardthat has the
attend several of
ship affording this
potential to
our meetings.
insurance and
Many of us had
still attend the
affect the
concerns regarding
educational University.
those students who
We call on those
would be finanopportunities leaders who will
cially burdened by
be working out the
of many
this new plan.
details of this plan
When the
to ensure that the
students."
time came for
added financial
us to vote on
expense of health
whether we supported Student
insurance is not detrimental to
Health Services in their quest
some students wishing to attend
for mandatory insurance, an
the University.
amendment was added to our
We feel that the best way for
legislation by former Sen. Maria
this to be accomplished is the
Khoury.
addition of a need-based waiver.
This amendment stated
While it is true that we supthat USG felt that the mandaported the case for mandatory
tory health insurance policy be
health insurance, we want it to
required to come with a "need
be clear that this support comes
based waiver," or an opportunity
only after an exception is made
for low-income students to be
for those students who would
released from the requirement of be financially burdened by this
paying for mandatory insurance.
added expense.
Even before this amendment
If you have any questions
was added to our resolution
regarding our position on this
the bill still called for Student
issue, or have a need or concern
Financial Aid to "worts with the
you would like to express to us,
Student Health Center.. .to proplease feel free to contact us at
vide assistance to students..."
anytime
TONY
WAGENER

All leaders of the University
who were involved in this decision were forwarded a copy of
USG's resolution (including the

Send comments to Tbnyal
atwagne@bipu.edu or to Niki at
nmessmo@bgsu.edu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for unification
purposes. Personal attacks, unwrified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAl SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor"or "Guest Cohimn."Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. AD letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG New*.
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1,935 DEAD, WTEST IRAQ CASUALTY FIGURES SAY
(AP) — As of yesterday, at least 1.935 members of the
U.S. military have died since the beginning of the Iraq
war in March 2003, according to an Associated Press
count. At least 1,506 died as a result of hostile action,
according to the military's numbers. The figures
include five military civilians.

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Bush backs adviser for justice seat
President nominates loyal White House counsel to take O'Connors place
By David EM

background as a lawyer and her
activities, people who will know
her on the issues of character and
integrity, which we will find out,"
he said.
In conference calls and interviews, the White House worked
aggressively during the day to
tamp down concern among conservatives determined — as Bush
has pledged — to turn the court
in a new direction.
Despite criticism, initial reaction suggested Bush had managed to satisfy many of the
conservatives who helped confirm Roberts — without inflaming Democrats who repeatedly
warned against the selection of
an extreme conservative to succeed O'Connor, who has voted to
uphold abortion rights and preserve affirmative action.
Several officials familiar
with Bush's consultations with
Congress said that Sen. Harry
Reid of Nevada, the Democratic
leader, had recommended that he
consider Miers for the vacancy. In
a written statement, Reid praised
the Dallas native as a "trailblazer
for women as managing partner
of a major Dallas law firm" and
said he would be glad to have
a former practicing attorney on
the court.
Frist greeted Miers by telling
her, "We're so proud of you." Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., the second-ranking Republican in the
Senate, issued a statement saying
he looked "forward to Ms. Miers'
confirmation."
Republicans hold a 55-44
majority in the Senate, with one
independent. Barring a filibuster,
they can confirm Miers on the

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush named White House counsel Harriet Miers to a Supreme
Court in transition yesterday,
turning to a longtime loyalist
without experience as a judge or
publicly known views on abortion to succeed justice Sandra
Day O'Connor.
Miers "will strictly interpret our
Constitution and laws. She will
not legislate from the bench,"
the president said as the 60-yearold former private attorney and
keeper of campaign secrets stood
nearby in the Oval Office.
Miers' was Bush's second selection in three months for vacancies
on a high court long divided on
key issues. The announcement
came shortly before the president attended a ceremony marking lohn Roberts' new tenure as
the nation's 17th chief justice.
"The wisdom of those who
drafted our Constitution and conceived our nation as functioning
with three strong and independent branches has proven truly
remarkable," Miers said at the
White House before departing for
the Capitol and a confirmation
campaign already taking shape
in the Senate.
Majority Leader Bill Frist, RTenn., said through his spokesman he wanted a confirmation
vote by Thanksgiving, a compressed, seven-week timetable
by recent historical standards.
Sen. Arlen Specter, chairman of
the ludiciary Committee, pledged
thoroughness.
"There needs to be, obviously,
a very thorough inquiry into her
•I>\1
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for the court.
They also wondered about
Miers' SI .(XX) donations Al Gore's
1988 presidential bid, and to
Democratic Sen. IJoyd Bentsen's
re-election campaign the same
year. She also has donated money
to Bush and oilier Republicans.
Abortion has overshadowed
all over issues in Supreme (:ourt
nominations in recent years
— and to the consternation of
conservatives, Miers has scant
public record on the issue.
As president of the Texas
State Bar in 1993. Miers was a
leader in an unsuccessful fight
to persuade the American Bar
Association to reconsider its
pro-abortion rights stance by
submitting it to a nationwide
referendum.
At the time, she questioned
whether the group should "be
trying to speak for the entire
legal community" on an issue
that she said "has brought on
tremendous divisivencss" within the organization.
While Miers evidently did not
publicly state a view on (he issue
of abortion at the time, one conservative cited the events to support her nomination.
"It took a degree of courage
for Harriet to be involved in
that," said leonard Leo of the
Federalist Society. "The ABA is a
place where there was an awful
lot of liberal activism, so it took
some courage for a woman to
take the position she did."
Bush apparently discerned
similar personal qualities in
Miers long ago.
In 1996, Bush called her a pit
bull in size 6 shoes.
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"The president has selected a
loyal political ally without a judicial record to sit on the highest court in the land." said Sen.
Barbara Boxer. D-Oalif.
At the same time, several senators, Reid and Specter among
them, said they would be pleased
to have a justice with no prior
judicial experience, and the
White House moved to fend off
any charge that Bush was merely
picking a longtime associate.
The administration released
material showing that 10 of the
34 justices appointed since 1933
had worked for the president who
picked them. The list Included
the late Chief lustice William II.
Rehnquist, first tapped for the
court by Richard M. Nixon, and
Byron White, named by lohn IKennedy.
Republican concerns tended
to be more muted. Sen. Sam
Brownback. R-Kan„ a strong foe
of abortion, pointedly declined
to issue a statement responding
to the nomination.
First-term Sen. lohn Thunc, RS.D., said he was reserving judgment. "It has been my expectaPablo Martinez Monsvais AP Photo tion that President Bush would
READY TO SERVE: President Bush nominated Miers to the Supreme nominate someone in the mold
of lustices Scalia and Thomas
Court on Monday to replace retiring Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.
and it is my hope diat Harriet
infonnation that his opponents Miers will prove to be such a perstrength of their votes alone.
Miers has served as an adviser might try to use against him. son," he said. Both justices have
to Bush for more than a decade, When terrorists struck the United voted to overturn the 1973 aborin positions as varied as private States in 2001, she was with him tion ruling.
Officials said state and local
attorney, chairwoman of the as staff secretary on what had
GOP leaders peppered the White
Texas Lottery Commission and been a routine trip to Florida.
While her loyalty to Bush is House with questions during a
in the White House.
When Bush decided to run unquestioned, Democrats pub- conference call, raising concerns
for governor of Texas in the early licly and Republicans privately about a lack of a documented
1990s, he turned to Miers to wondered about her qualifica- Miers record on abortion and
about her overall qualifications
research his own background for tions for the high court.
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Softball continues
hot streak

TUESDAY

The BGSU Softball learn went
4-1 at the Ohio Collegiate Charity
Classic in Columbus this weekend.
The Moon defeated Akron, Wright
State Cleveland State and Dayton.
Their first loss of the hill season
came at the hands of Kent State.
In the weekend finale against
Wright State, I laytey Wiemer hit
a three-run homer to highlight a
four-run sixth inning for BG. The
I ,ili iHIS will conclude the fall season on Sunday with an Alumnae
game.

October 4,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports
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WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Roflow found true
love in cross country

Tribe's
season
was a
success

(I)

Former soccer player
is now the top runner
on the women's cross
country team

RYAN
AUTULLO

Asst. Sports Editor

If it wasn't painful enough for
Indians fans to witness their
team completely break down in
the last week of the season, they
were also ridiculed by immature
White Sox manager Ozzie Guillen.
Following his team's 3-1 victory
over the Tribe on Sunday, Guillen,
who has a lot to learn about
class, put both hands over his
throat and reminded the sellout
crowd at lacobs Field just how far
the Tribe fell in their last seven
games.
Guillen — who Cleveland fans
wanted to call another "C" word
that's one letter shorter than
what he was getting at — was
absolutely right.
The Tribe choked. Mailed it in.
Collapsed. Buckled.
But at the same time, they collectively overachieved.
No way should the youthful Indians haw even been in
position to eliminate the freespending Yankees and Red Sox
from postseason contention
in the season's final week. Nor
sin mill tlie Tribe have threatened
Chicago's lead in the A.I- Central,
which they had a stranglehold on
for 90 percent of the year. Those
are three teams that came into
the season with proven veterans,
and in New York and Boston's
cases, a bottomless payroll. And
the Indians' 93 wins would have
got them into the postseason
every year but one since 1995.
Cleveland sports teams barely
missing the playoffs is as common as Grady Sizemore having a date. Earlier this year, the
Cavs, like their neighbors from a
block over, conceded late in the
season and missed the playoffs
by a game. The situation was
strikingly similar to the 2003-04
campaign. Fans are tired of the
late-season meltdowns, but
if their standing ovation after
Sunday's game is an indication,
they understand just how special
the Tribe was this season.
Sizemore. who only made the
opening-day roster because of
an injury to luan Gonzalez, collected more hits this season than
phone numbers from single girls
ranging from ages 10-50. Ihonny
Peralta was spectacular at shortstop hitting .292 with 24 home
runs, despite the impossible task
of replacing future Hall-of-Fame
member Omar Vizquel.
And when the Indians' bats
were M.I A — which was evident
more than ever when Cleveland
scored only 20 runs in its last
seven games — the pitching was
outstanding The bullpen was
one of the best in the game, a
year after being one of the worst.
Cliff Lee and Kevin Millwood
were tremendous as starters and
CC Sabathia, lakeWestbrook
' and Scott Elarton were average
on their worst days.
Oh, and how soon we forget
the Indians were one of the
youngest teams in baseball — yet
alone those in playoff contention. The core of the Indians
— Sizemore. Peralta, Coco Crisp,
Travis 1 lafrier, Victor Martinez,
Sabathia and Lee, among others
— will be back in Cleveland next
year. Management must make
important decisions whether to
re-sign Millwood. Elarton. Bob
Wickman. Bob Howry and Scott
Sauerbeck.
The last group may not be
back next year, but the fans certainly will. And with them, they'll
bring a newty-found optimism to
lacobs Field.

By Jessica AmeNng
FKPOUHR

Neal Cropper BGNews

TREADING GROUND: 8G sophomore Jamie Rollow was the overall
champion at two track meets this season and is the seventh-fastest female
runner to compete for the Falcons.

When lamie Roflow was a freshman in high school she would
watch the cross country team
run by her soccer practice and
wish she could join them.
So the next year she did. The
rest, as they say, is history.
It wasn't easy breaking the
news to her father — who had
coached Jamie's soccer teams
for the past decade — that she
had chosen a new fall sport.
"After a little bit of shock I
realized it's not my life, and she
told me she was sure," said Mark
Roflow.
The elder Roflow's shock
was softened a bit when, in her
very first cross country race as
a sophomore, Roflow set the
record at her high school. She
then went on to lead her team to
a second place finish at the Ohio
state cross country meet while
placing eighth individually.
TVvo years later, she signed
a letter of intent to run cross
country and track for BGSU.
And four years after trading in
her cleats for spikes—a decision
she said was the best she's ever
made—Roflow is the top runner
on the BG women's cross country learn.
The sophomore business
major was the overall individual
champion at the team's first two
meets, a dual meet with Toledo
and BG's Mel Hindi Invitational.
Her personal best time of 17:31
in the 5k al Mel Brodl was the
seventh-faslest time ever run by
a female at BG. The last Falcon
to run faster, Wendy LichtOrdway in 1998, was also the last
Falcon to qualify for the NCAA
Championships. On Sept. 24,
Roflow placed 10th in a field of

227 runners at the prestigious and teammates all described
her as a very humble person.
Stanford Invitational.
"She's not one to brag about
The Cincinnati native said she
never thought twice about con- anything and I don't think she
tinuing her passion of running realizes what she has accomin college. She summed up the plished," said Mark Roflow.
reason she loves the sport as Wells said that although Roflow
has gained confidence since her
"just the feeling it gives you."
"It'spaintul.obviously," Roflow freshmen year, she would never
said. "But it's just a good feeling go to a meet thinking, "I'm going
to be able to do that. And it's an to win this race."
"You can't control the outawesome feeling afterward."
She is especially thankful for come of the other people in
her running gift because her the race, you can only control
younger sister lindsey has a yourself," Wells said. "She always
gives it all she's got,
handicap
which
"She is a
prevents her from
so she finishes and
running.
she doesn't have any
very
teamregrets."
"She definitely
oriented
Practice every
doesn't take it for
afternoon for at least
granted, and in a
person
two hours and an
way I think she is
and you
additional run at 6
runningfor Lindsey,"
a.m. three times a
Mark Roflow said.
can
always
week allow Roflow
"Undsey is Jamie's
count
on
to get the most out
biggest fan."
Roflow's coach,
of her body at meets.
her
to
give
When she steps up
Cami Wells, said
her
absolute
to the starting line
Jamie
possesses
many physical qual- best in both of a race, she calms
her nerves by recallities that make her a
workouts ing all of the training
gifted runner, such
as her height and
put in to get to
and races." she's
there.
build, but the key
"I try not to think
to her success is her STEPHANIE HILLMAN.
SOPHOMORE
about it too much,
mindset.
T think whal sepait's bad when you
rates her from other people is the overdrink it," Roflow said. "I just
fact that she can push herself to try to put it in perspective, but
the limit," Wells said. "Cienerally still try to be focused on what
people will hold themselves we've worked so hard for over
back a little bit because they're the summer and at practice."
One of Roflow's favorite
afraid of the outcome. It's kind of
always in the back of everyone's aspects of cross country is the
mind, 'if I go too hard I might team chemistry that develnot finish.' From watching her, ops between the runners, an
I don't believe that she really aspect her teammate Stephanie
has ill.ii. She'll push herself as Hillmaii says Rollow embraces
hard as she can, and if at a cer- whole-heartedly.
"She is a very team-oriented
tain point she couldn't finish,
then that would be it, she gave it person and you can always
count on her to give her absoeverything she had."
Despite all of Roflow's suc- lute best in both workouts and
cess, she said die most influ- races," Hillman said. "She also
ential thing any coach has ever pushes her teammates to their
told her was to have more confidence in herself. Her dad, coach
R0F10W.PAGE7

VOLLEYBALL

TENNIS

BG drops second MAC
game in a row at home
Falcons battle back
against Northern but
fall in four games
ByJastxirYDiKon
REPOBTCI

The obituary was all but written and strung together, lineby-line with a morbid glee after
Northern stole the first two
games from Uie Bowling Green
volleyball team in Sunday's
match.
And while the Falcons
used energy and emotion to
rebound with a gutsy performance in game three, it wasn't
enough in the end as the duo of
Kate McCullagh and Amy Ward
helped catapult the Huskies to
a 3-1 victory, 30-27, 30-23, 2330.30-24.
It was the Falcons second
consecutive loss to a MidAmerican Conference opponent at home — the first time
its happened since 2003 — and
the first win for NIU in the last
three meetings.
"This is a big win for us,
because it was a win on the
road which makes it that much
better," said McCullagh, who
finished the match with a

game-high 19 kills."
kills at 5.98 per game, said NIU
"We've lost the last few, so was trying to take momentum
that's another reason this is right from the start.
really good," she said. "Another
The Falcons only hit 206 in
reason is that they're such a game three compared to NIU's
good team ... That wasn't an .229 in game three. Still, BG
easy win by any means; We took control early on, jumping
had to push hard through the out to a 10-7 lead.
whole thing.''
The Huskies closed the marBG fell to 1-3 in
gin to one, 10-9,
the MAC Fast and "This wasn't but the Falcons
7-8 overall.
went on a 9-5 run
an easy
The
Falcons
and never trailed
win
by
any
raced out to a 17-13
by less than five for
advantage in game
the remainder of
means;
one when Chrissy
the game
We
had
to
Gothke sent down
NIU
lead
one of her eight kills
throughout what
push
hard
on the day. But the
would be the final
Huskies responded through the game,
improvwith a 5-0 run to whole thing. ing their record to
take their first lead.
9-9 and 2-2 in the
KATE MCCULLAGH,
Despite pulling
MAC.
NIU HUSKIES
ahead by three, 22"We took con19, BG was unable
trol for the first two
to keep the momentum as NIU (games)," McCullagh said. "The
outscored the Falcons 11 -5 to third we kind of let up, but then
provide the final margin.
we got our acts back together
After falling behind 10-7 in and it all worked out."
game three, the Huskies used a
"Hopefully, this will carry
10-3 run to surge ahead by four, over to our next few games,"
and never looked back while she said. "I think it kind of
hitting 273 for the game
shows people we can come out
McCullagh, who came into
the match leading the nation in
VOLLEYBALL, PAGE /
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FOCUSED: BG's Heidi Romer prepares to make a serve earlier this
year. She ended this weekend's tournament with a three-set victory.

BG stands tall with
some of nation's best
Meister finishes
second in singles
competition
By Jessica Ameling

ifrottci

When the BGSU women's tennis team traveled north this
weekend to compete in the sixteam Wolverine Invitational, the

goal was to rise to the level of
their competition. Coach Penny
Dean believes the Falcons
achieved this feat against a field
comprosed of nationally ranked
teams such as Michigan and
Western Michigan.
"We want to have that kind of
competition so it prepares us for
TENtW. PAGE 7
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HOCKEY

BG wins exhibition opener
By Kevin Shields
ItPODTEl
Goallending was the biggest
question mark that the BG hockey
team had coming into last night's
exhibition game against Windsor.
With Ionian Sigalet gone, goalies Jon Horrell. limmy Spratt and
Bob Frazee had to fill the void
left in the net by the school's alltime leader in save percentage.
Though they only saw 19 shots on
the night in BG's 7-1 win, all three
were able to step in and contribute with all seeing action for a lull
20 minutes.
"All three of our goalies looked
good out there," said Coach Scon
Paluch. "Bobby (Frazee) was
forced into a lot more action than
limmy or lonnie (Horrell), but all
three of them were solid and I'm
very pleased about that."
Horrell started the game making only three saves on three
shots before handing the net off to
Spratt in the second period, who
made four saves with Frazee ending the night making 11 saves on
12 shots. The lone goal came with
only 3:19 left as Scott Mintenko
put in a shot that Frazee never
saw.
It was Derek Whitmore's second
power-play goal of the night at
339 of the second period proved
to be the game-winner as he was
able to knock home a pass from
Brandon Svendson in front.
The Falcons out-shot the
Lancers 38-19 on the night and
ended the night 4-16 on the powerplay as both teams combined for
65 minutes in penalities.
"Obviously there was a lot of
special teams going on out there,"
said Paluch." But it was good in
that we got to take a look at a lot of
different looks."
A big contributor to the special
teams on the night was forward
Brett Pilkington, who ended the

TENNIS, FROM PAGE 6

Brandon Heiss BG News

RIGHT ON TARGET: BG sophomore forward Derek Whitmore scores a goal in Monday night's exhibition game
against the Windsor Lancers. Whitemore had two goals on the night and the Falcons won 7-1.
night with a goal and two assists.
"We got movement on the
power-play out there, just couldn't
score off the bat." he said. "Once
the game got going and moving
along though the pucks started to
go in for us."
It was his pass to Svendson
that setup the first of Whitmore's
power-play goals on the night at
18:21 of the first period to start the
scoring off. A period where the
Falcons seemed a little flat due to
their lack of practice time seeing
only two days of practice leading
up to the scrimmage.
BG then staned die scoring
onslaught in the second period
adding four goals to take a 5-0 lead
into the final period.
lames Unger scored on the

power-play at 10:09 with Ryan
Bamett following just 47 seconds
later as die Falcons gave Spratt
a good 4-0 cushion to work with
in his first collegiate appearance.
Pilkington would then strike on
a lazer into the top left comer of
the net from die right circle with
only 109 remaining to finish oh"
the period.
lonathan Matsumoto and Mike
Nesdill would add goals in die final
period to bring the Falcons' scoring to a dose.
"After tonight, I think we're looking pretty good," said Pilkington.
"Kveryone from freshmen to
seniors tonight stepped up and
contributed somehow on the

night"
Coach

Paluch

was

also

impressed widi his four lines, who
all go deep and contribute big play.
He was especially pleased with his
whole defensive-core as they held
the Lancers scoreless on 10 powerplays.
"One of the things I liked was
1 thought we did a much, much
better job of boxing-out." Paluch
said of the defensemens' play on
die penalty-kill, "lliat helped in
not putting a lot of those second
chances back us, especially in the
third period."
The Falcons will hit the ice for
their first game of die year on Oct.
14 when die host Merrimack.
That will be followed by die team's
highly-anUcipatcd matchup widi
nationally-ranked Boston College
(he following evening.

CLUB WRESTLING

Club wrestling underway at BGSU
By Ryan Autullo
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Dan Mundrick breathed extremely heavily and pleaded for a drink
of water. He even contemplated
vomiting
And he couldn't have been
happier.
Mundrick. a junior at BGSU,
was one of 12 students at the
club wrestling team's first optional practice on Tuesday at Bowling
Green High School. After months
of tedious paperwork, Mundrick.
the team's president, finally witnessed his plan of forming the
school's first club wresding team
coming to fruition. The team had
its first official practice last night
and will continue to do so four
nights a week throughout the
season.
"The big thing is going to
be when that first tournament
comes around and everybody
gets to wrestle in it," Mundrick
said. "That's probably going to be
the best feeling."
Mundrick, a two-time state
qualifier at Anthony Wayne High
School, passed up several opportunities to wresde at NCAA programs so he could be closer to
his family in the Toledo area. But
instead of retiring from the sport
he took up at age 4. Mundrick
inquired about forming a club

Freshman wins
three straight

team at BG, which cut ils varsity
program in the early 1980's to satisfy Title IX regulations.
Mundrick's proposal was initially turned down because of
inadequate space for wresding
mats on campus. Not to be
discouraged, he met with Ken
White, the father of high school
teammate, lamie White, and
formulated a plan. They made
arrangements for the team to
hold practices at Bowling Green
High School and BG's head coach
Andrew Webb and assistant Matt
Jacobs agreed to coach the club
team in addition to their normal duties. Webb and Jacobs
will be joined on staff by White,
alumni advisor lim Kcttinger and
Mundrick's father, Terry.
"At that time I thought it was
a pipe dream." Webb said of his
first conversation with the club
leaders earlier this year. "1 thought
they were just kind of talking out
of their rear ends."
It's still uncertain how many
wrestlers will be members of
the team, as Mundrick is still
actively recruiting around campus. The talent level of the team,
though, is much more clear. As
many as four Falcons competed
at the high school state tournament and die remaining team
members qualified for the district

meet. The team will compete in
the National Collegiate Wrestling
Association and will be in a conference with teams like Toledo
and Cincinnati.
"I'd say there's a lot of talent in
here," said Justin Slauterbeck, a
2004 state placer at Oak Harbor.
"I'm pretty sure almost every
single one of these people who
came out for this club could definitely make it to a couple smaller schools, if not big schools. I
know for myself. I took a year off.
Getting back into that physical
and mental shape is going to be
a big task."
Webb, a four-year varsity wresder at the University of Findlay,
welcomes the thought of coaching at the high school and collegiate level despite having a 3year-old and 1-year-old at home.
I lis wife is the girl's soccer coach
at Pcrrysburg and understands
and backs her husband's passion
for coaching.
"I'll be really busy," he said.
"I won't have a lot of time at
home."
The Falcons will kick off their
season Nov. 5 at the Eastern
Michigan Open. Other highlighted dates on the tentative schedule include a pair of matches with
Toledo — away Dec. 3 and home
Jan. 21. Webb said the freshmen

on the team will have a significant advantage over their teammates who have been away from
the sport for several years. Jamie
White didn't exactly agree with
his coach's thoughts, though,
noting that he will have to work
hard to get into optimal physical
condition.
"It feels good to get out of the
classroom and actually moving
around and getting back into
shape," said White, a two-time
district qualifier. "It's stUl like
varsity. We just don't get that
much recognition and support,
money-wise. We hope to keep the
involvement up so we can get
money from the university."
To receive funding from the
University, the club must be in
existence for two semesters and
field a full team. Mundrick said
die wrestlers have club dues of
$250 each in addition to buying
their own uniforms. But monetary figures are merely an afterthought to Mundrick. who is just
happy to be pan of a wrestling
team once again.
"It feels good to finally get back
on the mat and see how out of
shape I am," he said. "We're ready
to get the ball rolling and we're
waiting for that first tournament
to show everybody what's up."

Falcons fall in early hole against NIU
VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 6

STMSMHWI BGNem
WITH AUTHORITY: Sophomore Madeline Means goes lor a kill Sunday
in a Mid-American Conference game against Northern Illinois.

of nowhere and win games."
NIU coach Ray Gooden hopes
the Huskies will gain confidence
from the win as the season goes
on.
"Anytime we can get a win
on the road in conference, it's
tremendous," he said. "It was a
tough match ... Just for us to go
out and battle like that against a
really good team, it's a great thing
for us."
Freshman Meghan Mohr led
BG with 15 kills, while Stephanie
Swiger and Come Mills chipped
in with 11 and 10 kills, respectively. Gothke contributed 43 assists
and nine defensive digs.
Annie Griffin, who had six
assists off the bench, said the loss
was frustrating because the team
came out strong in the first two
games.
"We fell apart the last 10 points
or so (in those games)," she said.

"We could have fought harder
... It was just little things that we
couldn't control, but their defense
was very good."
Falcons assistant coach Mark
Haulaway said BG came in with
the right mindset, but felt NIU
got the edge when thev jumped
ahead 2-0.
"I know that as things went
well for them, they started playing harder on the other side of
the net and being more vocal,"
said Hardaway. "We kind of went
the other way. We stopped playing as hard. We stopped being
as vocal."
"When they jumped on us in
game four I definitely thought
we got a little tentative," he said.
"We put ourselves in a position
where we're behind everyone
else ... So the challenge to the
team is to come into practice
this week and try to change
how we think of approaching a
match."

like conduct from her opponents.
"I'm glad she's a senior and
our dual match season.'' Dean
said. "They all really stepped can handle tough situations
because she had some matchup."
Team scores weren't kept at es from hell due to a lack of
this tournament, but with senior court ethics by her opponents,"
Andrea Meister leading die way. Dean said "Some of my freshmen might have mentally been
BG finished with a 14-16 singles record. Meisier advanced taken right out of the match, but
to die finals of the Wolverine' she just used ii lo pump her up
flight, winning her first three more."
Homer also combined with K.
matches which included a 6-4,
6-4 victory over Kerstin Pahl of Jakupcin in doubles, finishing
1-4 in the second flight. Despite
Mid-American Conference foe
their record at this tournament,
Western Michigan.
the senior-freshman combinaIn a David vs. Goliath showtion MTHIS to he working.
down for die flight champion"I was a little nervous in pracship, the 5-foot Meister was up
5-3 at one point in the first set tice at first, if I was up to her
against 6-foot Ana Milosavljcvic standards," said lakupcin. "Bui
of Michigan State, However, last week we did really well and
Meister was eventually defeated we just clicked."
Nusshaum and junior Ashley
7-5,6-3.
Tor every one step that girl lakupcin played in the top flight
took to cover the court, Andrea of doubles for the Falcons.
Although they finhad to lake three.'
ished 1-4 in die tourDean said. "Losing
nament, Niisshuiuu
was disappointing,
but she was defibelieves the tough
competition will
nitely in the match
benefit them in their
the whole way. That
spring season.
was just a dynamite
match."
'We had some
Another highlight
really close matches thai we were
for the Falcons was
extremely close to
freshman Kelsey
lakupcin's victory
Winning and that
was disappointing.
in the 'Wolverine'
But, me and Ashley
consolation bracket.
areworkingonsome
After losing 3-6.6-2.
PENNY DEAN,
tilings that we've
1-0 to Colleen Mead
HEAD COACH
never done with our
ofWestem Michigan
in her first match.
serving and net play
Jakupdn won her next three trying lo lie die aggressive ones
matches in dominating fashion,
in matches," Nusshaum said.
BG's doubles learns in die
holding her opponents lo three
oilier two brackets didn't fare
points or less in all six sels.
much better, but Dean said she
"Kelsey losi her first match in
a heartbreaker because il was Is still experimenting with difierent combinations, preparing
three sets. But, she had a win
over Western Michigan in the the team lor the spring season.
Although some players will
finals, so that was outstanding,"
Dean said. "One of our targets Compete in the ITA Midwest
for the tournament was thai we Qualifier which begins on Oct.
would win some matchups 20, the majority of die team will
not play again until lanuary.
against Western."
Junior Heidi Nusshaum also Nusshaum hopes the team
had a winning singles record can hold on to the momentum
in the three-day tournament, from the Wolverine Invitational
defeaii Ig two Cincinnati playuntil the spring season starts up
ers after .in initial loss to Monica again.
We have a really long break
Sly of Michigan in the 'Mai/e
right now. so I think we can
flight.
"I was able to win matches, take the positives from this
not by playing the best tennis, weekend .i high intensity and
but by lighting hard mentally desire lo win—and use it in our
and that was one of my goals." next matches to try to get more
wins, "she said.
Nusshaum said.
Dean agreed widi her analSenior I leidi Homer also had
some hard-fought matches, ysis, saying. "1 redly fell good
ending the tournament with a about this tournament and I felt
6-0, 4-6, 1-0 victory over Jenny everyone on the team brought a
Rowen from Cincinnati in the lot of intensity to their matches.
'Maize' flight. She also had lo The goal was to improve from
the I won Invite and we did."
deal with some unsportsniaii-

" One of
our targets
for the
tournament
was that we
would win
some matchups against
Western."

Roflow focused on
team, not publicity
R0FL0W.FR0MPAGE6
limits because you let down for
one second and she is so far
away."
Although cross country
doesn't receive the fan-attention thai other sports enjoy,
Roflow said she doesn't really
mind the lack of exposure.
"Sometimes it would lie nice
if it was more, but not too much.
We just kind of run for ourselves
and for our team and families
and the people who come out
to watch us," Roflow said. "We
have each other."
Roflow's goals for the season and her collegiate career

are simple: keep lowering
her times and improving her
places. She hopes to keep running after college in competitive road rates and eventually
a marathon. Although sometimes she's not eager to get out
of bed at the break of dawn,
there's never really a day thai
she doesn't want to run. Her
love affair with running that
ironically started that fateful
fall on the soccer field is here
to stay.
"I like to start off my day with
running because it just makes
the day better," Hollow said. "I
always do and I'm always glad
I did."
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Trip leaves lasting memories
R0ADTRIP.FROMPAGE3

the lucky students bedded down
in a hostel for their last two
nights.
In San Francisco the group
was able to spend an entire day
in the Drawing Works Art Studio
and Press which was opened in
2004 by two BGSU alumni. Matt
Reynolds and Catherine Zweig.
From San Francisco the van
was piloted straight back to Ohio
by a steady rotation of drivers,
stopping only to fill the gas tank
and empty their bladders.
The van was stopped by the
police for the third time on the
journey home when student Rob
Keys repeatedly tested the highway rumble strips.
Everyone had forgotten the
plastic blue gems they picked
up at a gas station for Jenkins'
birthday were attached to their
foreheads.
Ricketts poked his sleepy head
out to the perplexed officers, blue
gem firmly fixed, and said "I'm
the teacher."
"1 couldn't see the cop's face,
but I'm pretty sure he was weirded out," said Fuhrmann.
Other minor police interruptions included a roadside vomit
incident and a speeding ticket
presented in the Union art show.
lenkins is planning to move to
California as a result of the experience. "The West Coast calls

drafted into the Marine corps,
me," lenkins said.
Throughout all the explora- living homeless, painting airtion and discovery of the trip, craft, selling cars, bartending,
the most important part was the drivinga beer truck and working
as a carpenter.
unity within the group itself.
"I've been kicked out of
"People get to know the' real
you, and you get to see the real school," Ricketts said. "It took
me 30 years to get through
worid," lenkins said.
Fuhrmann recalled a ridicu- community college."
"1 don't see myself as a tradilous idea to stay together in the
West indefinitely as "van pirates," tional teacher." He added that
driving around, pillaging other he doesn't consider himself a
lecturer.
vans for gas money to
requirement for
continue the trip.
Each one theA credit
is that stuRicketts prefers
dents collaborate to
to take freshmen
has been
and sophomores on
an art show
a different create
that portrays their
the trips, because
the community of reflection of experience on the
friends it creates linthe people 'tickets described
gers through the rest
of each student's time
involved." the two art shows
from the trips as an
atBG.
"honest portrayal" of
"The biggest thing GORDAN RICKETTS.
TEACHER
the experience.
is to take a chance
"Each one has
outside of your combeen a different reflection of the
fort zone," said Ricketts.
Ricketts has led many student people involved," he said.
This was the second of such
trips to places such as Ghana,
New York. Detroit and Chicago, adventures, and one is in the
as well as adventures in skiing, works for next spring break.
The party of 10 reluctantly
kayaking and camping
"It's really good for the students returned to Bowling Green with
and I like to do it," Ricketts said. "I a new perspective on the worid,
didn't travel much when I was new friends and even some
younger. It Itraveling] changed matching tattoos.
For more information on
my life."
Ricketts has experienced an the trip next spring break,
array of occupations outside contact Gordon Ricketts at
of academics including being gordonr&bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Program connects roommates
ROOMMATES, FROM PAGE 3

out a lifestyle profile," said Fred
Emery, General Meters' systems
marketing representative, "indicating what time they get up in
the morning, what time they
go to bed, what kind of music
they like, what kind of sports.

Classified Ads
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Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $299! Includes Meals.
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules' On Campus Reps Needed1
promocode 31
www.SpnngBreakTravel com
1*800-678-6386

How they feel about being paired
with a smoker. Our questions
are geared to develop a sense of
someone's attributes and what
t hey do on a dai ly basis."
After the student completes
the series of questions and files
it, the system culls the 20 best
profile matches for the searching

student to that of the searching student for him or her to
review.
Identities are revealed only
when both sides agree that they
think there may a compatible
match and they meet. If they
decide to become roomies they
go back online to formalize it.

Personals

Help Wanted

$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes. free) fundraising programs EQUALS $1,000-$3.000 in
earnings (or your group. Call TODAY (or up to $600 in bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238.
or visit www.campuslundraiser.com
Andy's Hotdogs, Late night 3am.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Behind Circle K convenience store
by the RR tracks 353-7000

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to 5300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Attention:
Are you earning $600 a week''
If not we are hmng lor many part
time and full time positions
All training is provided
Must be neat m appearance.
Call Now!! 419-354-2069

Licensed day care provider in BG.
1st. 2nd, & 3rd shift openings, accepts private gvt payment 353-6370

Epos of "Scream 2"
Actress Miles
Colo, neighbor
"Liebestraum" composer
5 Stone monuments
6 Great quantity

7 Arm bone

8 Swenky
9 Lice and ticks, e.g.
10 Oxford or Mary Jane

11 Newman movie
12 Is for several?
13
19
21
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
34
36
38

ACROSS
46
48
50
51

1 Track shapes
6 Free from doubt
10 O'Neal of basketball

14 Earn

Lays down the law
English count
Giant slugger Raised railways

54 Nat'l driver's aid
56 Feet warmers
82 Pawn shop customer?

65 Greek colony
66 Tissue additive
67
68
69
70
71
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Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu

bookstore!

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu
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Monday-Thursday
9:O0am-7:S0pm
Friday
9:O0am-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday

For Rent

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car1
Now paying dnvers $800-$3200 a
month. Pick up your free car key
today, www.1reecarkey.com

(Only)Buckeye Studios(2 yrs .old)
Student Housing Available for 2005
Monthly. Semester & Year Long
Leases Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV As low as

812 3rd St. Close to BGSU,
newly painted, 3 BR, 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in bk. yard,
$840/ mo *dep you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

S425/mo Call 419-352-1520.

International Health Firm needs distributors 6 Figure ♦income potential
419-409-0055
Wanted: Entrepreneur! student to
promote new poker business.
Earn cash in your free time.
For details, visit; www.thepokerbooKstore.corru'job.html

Roommate Wanted. 822 2nd St.
Apt. B6 S250/ month + utilities.
Call Andy 419-681-6058
SuWeaser needed for large bdrm. at
5 Orchard Dr. Lois of extras
$260/mo *util. Call 419-902-6168

2 BR. Near BGSU. Downtown, All
new, Yard. W/D, No pets. $495/mo.
419-360-7113

For Sale

419-353-8206

650 6th St Apt 2. $550/ mo
+ cheap utilities, 2 bdrm.
Call Brenda 419-722-2080

Washer & Gas Dryer for sale
$400 OBO. Must pick up.

419-353-9714

The Fort Meigs YMCA in Perrysburg
is currently hiring certified lifeguards
and swim instructors. If interested
please send a resume to
bbockert@ymcatoledo.org or
stop by 13415 Eckel Junction Rd.
Perrysburg and fill out anapplicatkjn.

Roommate needed in Copper
Beech. Brand new apartment
$270 a month Call 740-225-6714.

"$199.00 Mo., 926 E. Wooster,
Rooms plus 1 + 6 BdmvHouses. All
next to campus, & Avail. NOW. Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also 2nd.
Sem. 1 ,2. & 4 Bdrm apts +rooms.
Low as $199 per month.

3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now.

Victorian apartments 427 N Main
Hard wood floors, curved windows,
Dishwasher, etc. Call 386-405-3318
Victorian apts. 427 N. Main. Reduced $ 1 Grand 10 ft. ceilings, oak
trim & floors, DW. WD. 2. Either 3
tg rooms rented either individual or
as apt. Unique & Grand, 3. Unique
Loll space, DW. 386-405-3318.

IrHaUR PIT STOP TIKI Sana. Buuuunma
•—^ We honor ALL competitor coupons

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!

I

HTIRE SAVINGSH

On selected floor plans
Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 1*X

Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE I
wwwiouAiid^com'4193528639
Exp 12 2005 I
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Chassis Lab*

. Aco.. from «LDI

AN EXTRA 10%

FREE
Fluid 'Tos-off.'

Find Mote Coupons V thetirom.in.com

TWO BEDROOM RENTALS
GREAT LOCATIONS
ONE PERSON RATES
Starting at $400.00 per month, deposit $400.00
TWO PERSON RATES

»»•'• >*• forty «>•".muiKndti com • 419 352 8639
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For Rent

Starting at $470.00 per month, deposit $470.00
THREE PERSON RATES
Starting at $530.00 per month, deposit $530.00
'rmnt it ihm taim prkm tor tvmutmi, porhotty fvmithtd or unfumiih&d
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Help Wanted

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese cuisine & sushi bar
now hiring motivated wait staff and
host/hostess. Also hiring cooks
part-time and full-time will train.
Apply: 465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee

2 FREE GYROS!
Baked Chicken

i

-JJM'-

Avoilohle Immediately lo August 5, 2006 Noon 01 Immediately to May 6,2006 Noon

9 Mashrd Potatoes, Gravy. Coleslaw,
Vegetable and Combread Stuffing.
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Gymnastics Coach: Tues.. Tours., &
Fridays. Contact Perrysburg
Gymnastics. 419-874-9383
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5333 MONROE ST. at Nantucket
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Old-time actress Naldi
School collars and jackets
Bad luck
Small suitcase
Zellweger of "Chicago"

APMTMINTl

ACCESSORIZE

ANS W E R S

N

Lawn Maintenance. Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns.
Call 352-5822.

i
2

Cold'Sliver'
Black • White • copper

41 City on the
Memmack
42 Pianist Claudio
47 Exuding
49 More indolent
53 Turkish seaport
55 Nitrogen, once
56 Pose like Charles
Atlas
57 Elusive hairy
humanoid
58 Swaddle
59 Privy to
60" kleine
Nachtmusik"
61 MS enclosure
62 British rule over India
63 Actor Wallach
64 Jail bird

Gal. parts
More than one
Outlying community
Latino quarter
Spnnkle with oil
Diving bird
Atncan pest
Type of tire
Constantly
Heavy hammer
Ricky and David's dad
Rakes
Knightly titles
Cornell or Pound

52 _ polloi

15 Money holder
16 Actor William
17 Ascend
18 Exact opposites
20 Glitz and glamour
22 Cowboy Ritter
23 Second person
24 Sack
27 Start of a retrain
30 National sport of Japan
33 Deep secrets
35 Maglie and Mineo
37 Demolish
39 Slugger Hank
40 Second moonwalker
43 Crownlet
44 Tracks to NYC
45 Trig ratio

INTERNET WORK! $8 75- S38 50/
hr! FT/PT/Summer. $25 Bonus'
Studentsu rveysite. com/bg news2

-FREE HEAT

1-800-678-6386
Services Offered

1
2
3
4

Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys
www.moneyauthor com

•
•
•
•
•

CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499! Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fry Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals. Dnnks,
Biggest Celebrity Parties! On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed1
promocode 31
www. Spn ngBreak Travel com

bookstore |

brought to you by

